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This CD is in "$5 specials" sale ... - Once you have at least three different "$5 specials" CDs in your

shopping cart, you will see their price drop to just $5 each. -- Trance / Psy Trance / Goa Trance /

Progressive Trance / Techno 9 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Trance, ELECTRONIC: Techno Details:

Psybration is truly an International masterpiece showcasing the many facets and styles of the current

state of Exploring Psychedelic Trance, Tech-Trance Electronica, Melodic and Goa styles. The compilation

stands out as a diverse expose by many of today's new and established musicians. Fast-paced,

danceable, and at times explosive, Psybration is a must-have for DJ's and fans alike. Bringing together

artistic talents from Denmark's Tegma, Qlap's adventures in Mexico, Japan's K.U.R.O, Sweden's

Etnoscope and Solar Fields, Germany's Analog Pussy, Codex of Israel and Mexico's newcomers Self

Flush ...to a highly energetic and eclectic compilation. As a joint venture between Belgium's Psybration

organization, AP Records of Germany, and Double-Agents Records of Canada, this compilation's concept

is one of spreading the contagious and overwhelming vibe that we have found within today's Psychedelic

music. Psybration's DJ Narayan along with AP Records has selected music materials to showcase the

many talents and varying interpretations of this vibe in an all-encompassing collection named after the

renowned collective; P s y b r a t i o n Beginning with K.U.R.O.'s forceful, high impact, and continuously

climactic track Manley, Psybration's energy levels fluctuate and waver between full-on intensity and

groovy, stormy stomping tracks of a more progressive nature. Qlap next introduces a hint of melodic

overtones, and this vibe is augmented in the next track, Deep Flesh, by Solar Fields. The compilation

takes a slower, darker and more thoughtful feel with Tegma's Tabla, closely followed by Codex's

technological marvel A State of Flux. This atmosphere is further built upon by Cosmo Chaos, with a

melodic journey to alien landscapes, and Etnoscope takes us back in time to a tribal gathering with their
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percussive and nature exploring track Das Fug. Self Flush brings us a stompy, dark and

thought-provoking track in a more progressive groove that preceded Analog Pussy's funky Arabia

Electrica to conclude the Psybration compilation. From alien landscapes explored in a planetary rover to a

tribal celebration in a deep and dark forest, Psybration brings many complementary energies and vibes to

the listener. The compilation brings to mind the changing force fields of an electro-magnetic flux storm or

the thoughtful manipulation of a frantic crowd by twisting knobs and tweaking sliders. Mad scientists

concocting the ultimate mind-twisting potion and rocket pilots strapped into cockpits are your hosts on this

aural exploration of the Psybrations rocking secret dance-floors around the world and perhaps on others!
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